VOICES OF THE OCEAN DECADE

Q&A WITH LYSA WINI-SMEON - OCEAN GOVERNANCE FOR THE SOLOMON ISLANDS

As one of the Small Island Developing States (SIDS), Solomon Islands are on the front line of climate change, encapsulating long-term risks. We catch up with Lyssa Wini-Simeon, Ocean Governance Officer for the Solomon Islands.

Click here for the full interview.

Q&A WITH LORELEY PICOURT - THE STARS ARE ALIGNED FOR THE OCEAN AT THE MINUTE

COP25 has been nicknamed the 'blue COP' on account of the importance given to the ocean. To find out why the ocean is such a priority right now, we spoke to Loreley Picourt, Head of Advocacy and International Relations at the Ocean and Climate Platform.

Click here for the full interview.

Q&A WITH MARIE-ALEXANDRINE SICRE - TOWARDS THE UN OCEAN DECADE

Working across silos in ocean science can be challenging, but the Ocean Decade will lead to new opportunities to share and use knowledge, says Marie Alexandrine Sicre, SCOR President.

Click here for the full interview.

WHO DO WE WANT TO HEAR MORE FROM THE OCEAN DECADE?

We’re edging closer to the January 2021 launch of the UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (2021-2030), a major effort to generate the science we need for the kind of ocean we want in the future.

We consulted members of our scientific communities— including social and natural scientists working on different issues related to ocean and sustainable development— about new voices we need to make the next 10 years of ocean science truly inclusive.

Click here for the full article.